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The workshop of Jacob de Wet (1610-1675) and his mass production of history painting

Over the course of his career, the history painter Jacob de Wet (I) (1610-1675) produced
many paintings and trained lots of pupils. De Wet’s oeuvre almost exclusively consists of
subjects from the Old and New Testament, and makes use of a recognizable format that favors
simple compositions, numerous small-scale figures and clear narratives. A large number of
unsigned paintings closely resemble De Wet’s compositions and figures. At auctions they are
often attributed to De Wet or his circle. Among these depictions we find multiple versions of
the same subject, some of which are identical but are painted on supports of varying
dimensions and by different hands. This suggests standardized production by pupils and
assistants. Some of these works are signed by registered apprentices of De Wet instead of the
master.
This article investigates the standardized production of history painting in De Wet’s
studio. Following a brief introduction to De Wet, the text will focus on four subjects produced
by his workshop. In these case studies, I will compare De Wet’s prototypes to a large number
of unsigned reproductions and signed variants. Next, I will give an overview of the different
circumstances in which these De Wet-products were created in and outside his studio, based
on De Wet’s partially preserved administration and on probate inventories of two Amsterdam
dealers in cheap paintings.

De Wet, history painter in Haarlem
Jacob de Wet was born around 1610 in Haarlem as the son of the Catholic bailiff Willem
Jansz. de Wet and Marritge Jacobsdr.1 I have suggested elsewhere, that De Wet was perhaps
instructed in painting by his grandfather Jan de Wet.2 Jacob de Wet registered at the Haarlem
St. Luke’s guild in 1632, and from this year onwards he was allowed to sign works and accept
pupils.3 Between 1638 and 1670 he listed as many as 37 pupils, whose names are known
through administrative notes that are preserved in a sketchbook in the Noord-Hollands
Archief, which will be discussed below.4 For now, it suffices that only two of the listed pupils
left behind a significant number of history paintings: Adriaen Gael (II) (1618-1665) and
Adriaen Verdoel (I) (1623-1675), who joined De Wet’s workshop in 1640 and 1641

respectively. De Wet’s reputation in Haarlem was quite strong and he was honored several
times with a position in the Haarlem St. Luke’s guild (1645, 1661, and 1662).5 Through
regular visits he acquired a reputation in Amsterdam as well, where he was chosen by the
alderman as one of the fifteen ‘best connoisseurs’ to judge the Italian paintings of Gerrit
Uylenburgh (1671).6
There were several artists in the De Wet family, two of whom deserve specific
mention.7 Jacob’s brother Gerrit de Wet (c. 1610-1674) was also a painter. He adopted the
manner of his brother quite accurately, and he likely worked in De Wet’s workshop in
Haarlem until 1663. That year, Gerrit settles his guild dues for the preceding ten years and left
town for Leiden, where he got married and started a workshop on the Steenschuur.8 Gerrit’s
earliest known paintings date from 1640 and he is first mentioned in the Haarlem guild
records in 1643, when he was requested to ‘finally’ pay his dues.9 De Wet’s oldest son, Jacob
de Wet (II) (c. 1640/42-1697) trained as a painter with his father at an early age.10 The
preserved administrative notes in the Haarlem sketchbook mention De Wet’s (II) works being
sold under his own name in 1657 when he was at most 17 years old. He probably worked in
his father’s workshop until his marriage in 1668, after which he moved to Amsterdam.11 From
1673 onwards, De Wet (II) painted on commission in Scotland, and included the Scottish
court among his clients.12 There he distanced himself from his father’s manner and adopted a
more academic style; although his only dated Dutch work (1670) suggests that this
development started in Amsterdam.13 Works by De Wet (II) in his father’s manner are signed
‘De Wet de Jonge’, but after transitioning to this new style he reduced his signature to ‘De
Wet’.

Four case studies of De Wet’s production
De Wet’s oeuvre consists mainly of biblical narratives, of which many subjects are
represented multiple times. For his Gemälde der Rembrandt-Schüler (1983-c. 1994), Werner
Sumowski gathered images of 63 paintings by De Wet and since the time of this publication
more have surfaced, including many unsigned paintings attributed to De Wet or his ‘circle’.14
De Wet’s autograph works are of considerably better quality than the many anonymous ones,
but there is clearly a connection between both. The unsigned paintings resemble De Wet’s
compositions and, at times, replicate the same organization and structure as the artist’s signed
paintings, but are often executed by less talented hands, suggesting the involvement of pupils
and assistants. The following case studies will analyze four frequently recurring subjects in

De Wet’s oeuvre: The triumph of Mordecai; The feeding of the five thousand; The queen of
Sheba visiting Solomon; and Christ and the woman taken in adultery. Surveying the oeuvres
of the artist and his circle, I relate De Wet’s originals to various versions of the same
composition and trace the workshop’s methods of mass production. This requires the
inclusion of many illustrations. Many of these paintings have not been seen for a long time
and not all photos are up to par. However, they are good enough to serve the purpose of
comparison of compositions and individual motifs while the sheer number of surviving
paintings demonstrates the mass production I aim to illuminate.

The triumph of Mordecai: repetitions and variants
The Book of Esther (6:11) recounts Haman’s plot to kill Mordechai, who was instead honored
at the king’s instructions in a parade through the streets. Early modern depictions of The
triumph of Mordecai often depict a similar moment in this Old Testament story, featuring
Mordecai on a horse and Haman walking him into the city. In the signed painting by De Wet,
Mordecai and Haman are depicted in the center of the composition, with a crowd of beholders
to their left (fig. 1). The position of the horse and Haman bear close resemblance to Pieter
Lastman’s treatment of this subject in 1617 (fig. 2), but De Wet uses a more distant
perspective. This makes us mere spectators to the entire scene (as was common for De Wet)
rather than participants in the depicted audience as is the case with Lastman’s work. Judging
by the man at the bottom right of the composition, who is kneeling and taking off his hat, De
Wet must also have been familiar with an engraving by Lucas van Leyden (1494-1533) of the
same subject, or Rembrandt’s later print, which borrows from the sixteenth-century master
(figs. 3 and 4).15 A second version of The triumph of Mordecai dated 1637 depicts Mordecai
and Haman in a similar fashion (fig. 5), except that Haman is turning his head towards the
crowd.16 The stooping figure, which De Wet adopted from Van Leyden’s print, is depicted
again in the same place at the bottom right. Other figures recur but are repositioned, such as
the soldiers, who have been placed at the right side by the gate.
Four unsigned paintings of The triumph of Mordecai on supports of different
dimensions bear a composition identical to De Wet’s 1637 painting. They are too weak in
execution to be by the master himself, but they are clearly based on this work (figs. 6-9).
However, they reverse the motif of Mordecai and Haman. These paintings also introduce two
soldiers on horses following Mordecai on the left side, and a young man climbing a landmark
in the middle. At the far right is a bridge with a large crowd. The figure types in the four

unsigned versions are very similar to De Wet’s image, and we see again the stooping person
on the left, though his proportions are somewhat incorrect, and a woman with a child, who is
kneeling to honor Mordecai in the right foreground of the painting.
The four unsigned depictions are presumably copies of a lost prototype by De Wet, or
a depiction specifically designed by De Wet for reproduction by his assistants. The paintings
show differences in style and execution, which indicates that different painters produced the
exact same scene. For example, the execution of the kneeling woman and child at the right
differs greatly from a version auctioned in New York or the one recorded in a private
collection in Den Bosch (compare figs. 10 to 11). In the latter, the woman wears a headpiece
with a soft veil, and her face is smooth and proportionately executed. Little, round brush
strokes and dots are used to decorate the child’s dress and the woman’s underdress. In
contrast, the painter of the New York piece applied no decorations to the child’s dress and
only a few crude stripes to the woman’s underdress. She wears no headpiece or veil and her
face is painted quickly and disproportionately. In addition, this painter used a few quick
highlights to accentuate lighter zones on her sleeve and skirt, while the painter of the Den
Bosch version gradually fades dark into light.
By overlaying the photographs of the four unsigned paintings of the same scene in
Adobe Photoshop, I was able to demonstrate that these four paintings of different dimensions
depict The triumph of Mordecai in the same proportions.17 An overlay was made by cutting
the composition on all sides to a specific point, which allowed for possible reductions of the
panel at a later date.18 The four images were resized, processed with a glowing edges-filter to
accentuate the contours. A transparency masks was used to hide irrelevant details and
background elements, and finally the lines were colored in green, blue, black, and red (fig.
12). Although distinctions in quality and focal point of the photographs impacted this
method’s results, the matching proportions of these paintings are evident and suggest the use
of a reproduction method, probably a grid, which, as we shall see, was a strategy used
repeatedly with a range of subjects to increase production.19
De Wet’s pupils Gael and Verdoel both produced painted works after De Wet’s The
triumph of Mordecai (figs. 13 and 14). Gael’s version demonstrates that he had the same
prototype at his disposal as the anonymous painters of the above mentioned reproductions, as
evidenced by the presence of the bridge with a large crowd, the kneeling woman and her
child, and the broken column to the bottom right (fig. 13). Gael deviated from the design by
using another posture for the horse and changing the attitude of Haman, who is now standing
next to the horse, announcing his message to the public more vigorously. He also included

new additions, such as the soldier restraining the crowd on the left. Verdoel’s variant shows
more similarities with the 1637 dated De Wet (figs. 5 and 14). Next to the gateway, he
adopted the motif of the horse and Haman, but mirrors the arrangement, as found in the four
anonymous works. The painter, however, added many new supporting characters, including a
man with a trumpet who is also found in the print by Van Leyden, which must have been
available for study purposes in De Wet’s workshop.
The unsigned paintings of The triumph of Mordecai are simplified versions of a
presumable original by De Wet. The same design was copied by different hands and on
different sized supports, done to scale. Neither Gael’s nor Verdoel’s version of The triumph of
Mordecai can be characterized as slavish copies; they show additions to the established
concept and design and were rather ‘free variants’. Initially they remind us of the variations
made by pupils and assistants after prototypes in Rembrandt’s studio. However, these free
variants – termed ‘satellites’ by Ernst van de Wetering – were created next to Rembrandt’s
easel and were never signed by the assistant.20 The signatures on the variants by Gael and
Verdoel are therefore distinguishing characteristics.

The feeding of the five thousand: repetition and adaptation
The feeding of the five thousand (John 6:1-14) tells how Jesus fed a multitude with only five
barley loaves and two small fish and is an unusual subject in seventeenth-century painting.21
De Wet’s treatment of this narrative, preserved in a work that is now found in the collection
of the Hermitage in St. Petersburg (fig. 15), is set against the backdrop of the mountain to
which Christ would retreat after feeding the crowd. De Wet uses this mountain to suggest a
large gathering of people who disappear into the landscape. Christ is one of the few characters
in the painting standing upright in a distinct pose, and thus immediately attracts the viewer’s
attention. He is depicted holding out a loaf of bread while turning his face towards the sky,
with a child kneeling before him holding a basket filled with bread, next to which lay two
fish. The vertical format and the rather steep mountain create a strong diagonal from bottom
left to upper right. Only Christ and the figures around him are explicitly articulated by means
of powerful colors and a thick application of paint. The characters to the left and right behind
the scene are painted in a wet-in-wet technique using the same colors as the background.
Four unsigned paintings of The feeding of the five thousand, all of which feature a
(nearly) identical arrangement, are too weak in execution to be De Wet, but are evidently
based on his signed work (figs. 16-19). In particular, Christ’s pose and the steep mountain are

shared among the five works, with the exception of one unsigned work in which the top of the
mountain is missing, causing Christ’s head to stand out against the dark, cloudy sky (fig. 19).
Was this a deliberate choice, or did the anonymous painter forget to finish the mountain? The
four ‘repetitions’ were executed in different sizes – the largest measures 118.1 x 163.8 cm and
painted on canvas – but the proportions of the characters remain intact. This demonstrates that
the scene was repeated to scale, as is the case with the unsigned versions of The triumph of
Mordecai.
These workshop copies are rarely on display in public collections, and therefore not
easily accessible. Fortunately, one of the unsigned versions of The feeding of the five
thousand in a private collection could be studied in more detail (fig. 18).22 This large panel
consists of two planks and measures 72.9 x 138.3 cm. Wormholes can be seen along the upper
edge of the panel, indicating that a top plank is missing due to wood worms. This can also be
deduced from the composition on the front, which is awkwardly cut halfway through the
mountain. The background colors are thinly applied and fluently painted so that the ground
beneath is visible between the brushwork. The figures and the contours are applied directly on
the ground, suggesting that the painter had a clear example. Infrared reflectography
demonstrate that the painter did not make any underdrawing in black chalk, paint or lead
pencil, yet there were no alterations in his painting process. We may therefore assume that he
made use of an underdrawing or a grid in another material, undetectable by infrared imaging.
De Wet’s son Jacob painted a larger, horizontal version of his father’s prototype (fig.
20). De Wet (II) adopted several figures from his father’s painting, including Jesus holding a
loaf of bread, the woman with a baby and the woman on the bottom left portrayed on her
back. He also made some changes to his father’s design, such as the child on his knees, who
holds fish instead of bread, while the loaves lay on the floor next to him. De Wet (II) also
changed his father’s mountainous landscape into hills with lush vegetation. As is the case with
Gael’s and Verdoel’s variants of The triumph of Mordecai, De Wet’s (II) work may also be
labeled as a ‘free variant’, . The composition and figure types and narrative elements are
adopted from his father’s prototype, but De Wet (II) made changes and introduced other
features as well.
Christ is central to this biblical narrative, and the characters around him fulfill a
supporting role, with the exception of the kneeling boy with a loaf of bread in his hand. This
made the composition of The feeding of the five thousand easy to adapt to different stories by
simply changing attributes. This happens in two paintings by Gael, in composition similar to
The feeding of the five thousand but they depict Pharaoh’s army engulfed in the Red Sea

(Exodus 14:26) instead (figs. 21 and 22). Here we see Moses in the same position and pose as
Christ, but he holds a staff instead of the loaf of bread. The same overall design, sometimes
mirrored (fig. 22), could thus be reused with minimal adjustments. Narrative-specific
elements, such as the Red Sea and a drowning Pharaoh, are easily accommodated to the side
of the mountain. The motif of the woman with a baby, on the other hand, appears on both The
feeding of the five thousand and Pharaoh’s army engulfed in the Red Sea.

The queen of Sheba visits Solomon: stock figures and standardized compositions
The use of similar compositions and figures for different stories clearly was a standard
practice in the workshop of De Wet, as another example of an endlessly repeated subject from
his workshop shows: The queen of Sheba visiting Solomon (I Kings 10: 1-13). In this narrative
the queen of Sheba travels to Jerusalem to test King Solomon’s famed wisdom and arrives at
his throne bearing spices and precious stones. The history of Solomon, which also include
topics such as Solomon blessing David as his successor on the instigation of Bathsheba (1
Kings 1:28-33) and Solomon’s idolatry (1 Kings 11:7-8), was frequently depicted in De Wet’s
workshop, but rarely addressed in the production of other workshops at the time. In fact, aside
from De Wet’s oeuvre and that of a few other painters – such as Willem de Poorter (1608-in
or after 1649) and Salomon Koninck (1609-1656) – depictions with Solomon were relatively
rare in the seventeenth-century Netherlands.23
De Wet signed at least three different versions of The queen of Sheba visiting Solomon
(figs. 23-25), but only one is dated (1635). This painting corresponds to De Poorter’s
depiction of the same subject, particularly in the arrangement of the composition (though
reversed), the background, the figures carrying the queen’s veil and the seated man in the
corner (figs. 25 to 26). In the late 1620s, Rembrandt had developed the compositional scheme
of small figures in a dark interior, with an authoritative figure placed on a set of steps looking
down onto a group of standing and kneeling figures and framed by repoussoirs in one of the
corners.24 De Wet and De Poorter used this format throughout their entire careers. Eric Jan
Sluijter therefore suggested that the two painters must have been simultaneously present in
Hendrick Uylenburgh’s (1587-1661) studio in the early 1630s, where they were able to study
and copy Rembrandt’s work.25 Indeed, De Wet and De Poorter frequently produced history
paintings with the same subjects and comparable compositions in the 1630s and early 1640s.
Two unsigned panels of The queen of Sheba visiting Solomon (figs. 27 and 28) are
undoubtedly based on the works of De Wet. Not only is the arrangement similar, but several

figures also feature in De Wet’s paintings. The man with his back towards the viewer was
adopted from a De Wet painting in Zürich (fig. 23), whereas the seated Solomon, with a rod
held loosely in his hand, matches a figure in a painting in London (fig. 24). The posture of the
queen of Sheba, however, is comparable to the figure in De Poorter’s version. The two
unsigned paintings are presumably copies of an unknown prototype by De Wet, or an example
he specifically designed to be reproduced, as argued in the case of The triumph of Mordecai
and The feeding of the five thousand. Again, the works repeat the composition in different
sizes, done to scale, and suggest the use of a reproduction method (such as a grid).
A comparison of these two unsigned panels with three unsigned versions of Solomon
blessing David as his successor on the instigation of Bathsheba (figs. 29-31) provides more
information concerning the manufacturing of paintings in De Wet’s workshop. The
composition, background with the gate and colonnade, and Bathsheba’s position with respect
to the entire composition, correspond closely to the two anonymous depictions of The queen
of Sheba visiting Solomon (figs. 27 and 28). Both narratives show a central group with a
female protagonist in the same pose, a servant carrying her train, and the three figures
following behind. The outlines of the group to the right are comparable, even though the
figures by the throne of Solomon are elevated in relation to the man at the table and the
chambermaid by the bed of king David. Note that the posture of this seated man and the bent
figure of David can also be found in the work featuring Queen Esther before king Ahasueros
(Esther 5:2) (fig. 32).
De Wet’s pictorial arrangements and dense figural groups seem to have been designed
with the premeditation to be adaptable to a number of different subjects. The design allowed
for the contours of the figural group to be drawn, and the background painted, before the
subject was definite. In this way the composition could be set up easily and quickly in
advance, speeding up the painting process while retaining maximum iconographic flexibility.
This allowed De Wet to meet current demand with a limited number of standardized
compositions. One of the paintings of Solomon blessing David as his successor on the
instigation of Bathsheba (fig. 29) was studied with infrared reflectography in an attempt to
confirm the hypothesis.26 Although no underdrawing in black was detectable in the figures,
IRR did expose a predetermined design; the figures were reserved in the background and
painted directly on the ground.
This painting sequence occurred more often in De Wet’s workshop, as The sacrifice of
the daughter of Jephtah (Judges 10:39) (fig. 33) by Gerrit de Wet in the collection of the
Statens Museum for Kunst in Copenhagen shows.27 The artist first painted the background

with rather quick brush strokes around the upper contours of the planned central group. The
figures in the back and the architecture were then applied with simple brush strokes and wetin-wet technique into the background. The central figures were painted only after the
background was in place. Certain details, such as the hair of Jephtah’s daughter, were done on
top of the dark paint. The man in the lower left corner, whose outlines do not touch the
background, was emphasized by the application of dark contours around him. The crying man
in the foreground was added to the depiction in a later stage of the process. He is identical to a
figure in Gerrit de Wet’s The presentation in the temple (fig. 34).
At least one case illustrates the use of drawings in De Wet’s workshop. De Wet’s
drawing of The queen of Sheba visiting Solomon (fig. 35) served as an example for two
paintings, one of which is questionably signed and dated ‘J. de Wet 1654’ (figs. 36 and 37).28
The upper portions of both paintings include more compositional elements than are found in
the drawing, suggesting that it must have been cut down. A third painting with an unclear
monogram, here interpreted as ‘DP’, largely repeats the staffage from the lower left corner to
the upper right corner (fig. 38). The painter changed the figures in the background to the left
and Solomon’s pose. Moreover, the artist added richer clothes and jewels, making the scene
more elaborate. This monogrammed version includes changes to the original design and the
introduction of new elements, and can therefore be identified as a free variant, similar to those
Gael and Verdoel produced after De Wet’s designs.
Gael and Verdoel also painted variants of The queen of Sheba visiting Solomon, and
their depictions largely correspond to De Wet’s 1635 type (compare figs. 39-41 to fig. 25). As
stated earlier, Gael entered the workshop in 1640 and Verdoel in 1641, proving that
prototypes were used at least for five years. The original was not slavishly copied by Gael and
Verdoel. However, all three variants demonstrate the reuse of its composition and other
narrative elements.

Christ and the Woman taken in Adultery: changing the format
In the biblical account of Christ and the woman taken in adultery (John 8:2-11) a group of
scribes and Pharisees bring a woman to Jesus, accuse her of committing adultery, and ask
whether she should be stoned. Jesus replies that the one who is without sin should cast the
first stone. This is a very different story from The queen of Sheba visiting Solomon, but De
Wet’s depictions of these two narratives are quite similar in composition. In both scenes, the
viewer’s attention is drawn to a woman kneeling before a man who is portrayed on a higher

picture plane. The central configuration is surrounded by onlookers in a dark interior.
However, specific alterations were needed to change the queen of Sheba into the adulterous
woman.
There are multiple versions of Christ and the woman taken in adultery signed by De
Wet, but we will focus on the two that served as prototypes for mass production. The first
example is painted on a large vertical canvas and shows a vast, dark, and crowded temple. On
the stairs we see a central scene taking place, while in the background on a higher level a
scene with a priest is cast in shadow (fig. 42). De Wet surely had Rembrandt’s depiction from
1644 in mind (fig. 43). De Wet’s woman has her hands in her lap and is held by a soldier,
while she kneels before Christ. Two men sit on Christ’s right, while on his left, a Pharisee is
leaning against a stick. In the foreground a boy is getting down on his knees in front of a
basket of stones. He notably resembles the stooping Van Leyden figure, which we have seen
repurposed more than once (figs. 1, 5, 6-9, 21, 35, 36-38).
The other prototype is a smaller horizontal canvas (fig. 44) in which the Pharisee sits
beside Christ with a book on his lap, and points towards the woman. The adulteress kneels
before Christ and clasps her hands begging for forgiveness. This pose is borrowed in reverse
from Rembrandt’s Judas returning the thirty silver pieces (Matthew 27:3-5) (fig. 45): the
scribe in Rembrandt’s painting, seen from the back with his face towards the scene, is
depicted in De Wet’s work as well. Jacob de Wet was perfectly familiar with Rembrandt’s
Judas, which is further demonstrated by his own depictions of Judas returning the thirty
silver pieces in 1636 and 1642 (figs. 46 and 47).
Jacob’s brother Gerrit de Wet painted a vertical version of this arrangement in Christ
and the woman taken in adultery, which features an almost exact copy of the main
composition and background (compare figs. 48 to 44). He only made a few adjustments to
transfer his brother’s horizontal arrangement to a vertical format by placing the characters in
the central group closer together and replacing the seated figures at the table with a group of
standing men. He also used an alternative position for the hands of the kneeling adulteress;
they are now crossed over her chest. Gerrit used this pose of the adulteress in at least one
other case, in his portrayal of Abigail in David and Abigail (1 Samuel 25:23) (fig. 49). In this
painting, David’s bearing shows strong similarities with Christ in Christ and the woman taken
in adultery.
There are many anonymous repetitions of Christ and the woman taken in adultery
(figs. 50-58), although not all can be ascertained to come from De Wet’s workshop. As we
will see, a number may come from another source. In any case, they all share a simplified

background and composition, and the three main characters (the kneeling adulteress, standing
Christ, and the seated Pharisee) are repeatedly adopted directly from Jacob de Wet’s
horizontal prototype (fig. 44). The adulteress keeps her hands down, as seen in the vertical
version (fig. 42). The Pharisee does not point his hand towards the woman (perhaps this was
considered too difficult to copy?). The priest and the throne on the elevation seen in the backright of the prototype are omitted in all the repetitions, but the ornaments that decorate the
throne are copied from the original source, creating a strangely decorated wall. Moreover, the
two characters at the table in the prototype are missing, while a few new figures have been
added. The man who presents the adulteress is not carrying a weapon, and the boy seen to the
left with the basket full of stones has been replaced by an old man. He bends over to pick up a
rock for the stoning of the adulteress, a motif known from another Christ and the woman
taken in adultery signed by De Wet (fig. 59). A richly attired man with a walking stick at the
left is observing the scene and is found in the variant works as well.
Many anonymous repeated compositions are painted on supports of different sizes. At
least three of these seem to be missing the top of the panel (figs. 52, 54 and 57). The
rectangular format of one of the works is changed into a rounded top that corresponds to
Rembrandt’s original from 1644 (compare figs. 58 to 43).29 Unfortunately, the quality of the
only known photograph of this work is not good enough to determine how the painter
transferred the composition and the staffage to this unusual format, but it does allow us to see
that this subject was used in a variety of ways. Two of these paintings bear a date on the cap
of the Pharisee; 1650 and 1657 (figs. 56 and 57), again demonstrating that the same
composition was produced by the workshop over the course of several years.

Mass production of De Wet’s designs
The preceding analyses of the four subjects show that De Wet’s signed originals often occur
in two ways: unsigned simplified versions and signed free variants. The same design was
identically repeated by different hands for several years and available on different sizes and
formats to scale, most probably created by the use of a grid. Compositions, backgrounds and
figure types were created with the purpose of reuse and transferability to other scenes. All of
this clearly points to mass production.
At the same time, there are also several free variants of these originals, signed by De
Wet’s pupils Gael and Verdoel. These variants suggest that Gael and Verdoel were allowed,
and maybe even encouraged, to alter the compositions of the master. They added new

elements and signed them with their own signature. This contradicts the general assumption
that a studio work was signed by the master only.30
Gael had access to both De Wet’s originals and the simplified designs, as is
demonstrated in his depiction of The triumph of Mordecai, which includes elements from the
anonymous paintings of the subject (figs. 6-9, 13). This indicates that both the anonymous
repetitions and the free variants were created in De Wet’s workshop. The anonymous versions
were presumably produced as (cheaper) reproductions for the art market and painted by young
pupils. However, the question of why some assistants were apparently allowed to change the
master’s prototype and sign these with their own names remains. The following paragraphs
will study the preserved administrative notes of De Wet’s workshop, the careers of Gael and
Verdoel and the market for De Wet’s paintings to understand the relationship between the
different types of versions produced by De Wet’s and his circle.

De Wet’s pupils and assistants
The most important written source for understanding Jacob de Wet’s workshop is the
aforementioned collection of administrative notes, preserved in a sketchbook in the NoordHollands Archief.31 The sketchbook, compiled at a later date, consists mainly of topographical
landscape drawings of Haarlem and surroundings, figure studies, and depictions of biblical
scenes.32 In the few pages of written records included in this book, De Wet listed as many as
37 pupils between 1638 and 1670, and specified whether they studied drawing or painting, the
dates of their entry, and the fees he charged for instruction (appendix 1).33 Unfortunately, the
pages with the entries from 1645-1649 and 1657-1659 are missing, and it is possible that a
page prior to the first entry in 1638 has also been lost. De Wet was allowed to have students
from 1632, when he registered as a master painter in the Haarlem St. Luke’s guild.34 Each
page lists around thirteen names, providing an indication of the number of pupils he trained
throughout his career. The total number of apprentices may have approached 65.
In his notes, De Wet specified the annual student fee but did not indicate the period of
training. Drawing apprentices were charged forty guilders annually, painting apprentices 48
guilders, but De Wet increased his rates to 48 and sixty guilders respectively somewhere
between 1644 and 1650.35 In comparison with other known training rates from seventeenthcentury Dutch painters, these fees are consistent with the average, but substantially less than
those associated with highly-esteemed masters.36 Rembrandt, for example, charged 100
guilders for his tuition.37 De Wet calculated room and board separately, at 208 guilders

annually. This relatively high price may account for the low number of students who made
use of this option. Only three are registered as receiving room and board (‘in de kost
ghekomen’): the Swedish student Kort Withold in 1642; one ‘Luycas Frank’ in 1650, and
once more in 1655; and Rochus van Veen (c. 1640-1693) in 1668. De Wet’s training activities
must have provided him with a respectable and steady income.
The majority of De Wet’s students are not well known, in contrast to Rembrandt’s
pupils (appendix 1). The only two who would become truly successful masters are Paulus
Potter (1625-1654) and Job Adriaensz. Berckheyde (1630-1693). Potter entered De Wet’s
studio ‘to paint’ in 1642 and Berckheyde ‘to draw’ in 1644.38 Neither painter is known for
their history paintings, but both seem to have painted these types of subjects at the outset of
their careers. Potter’s first signed works are histories, one of which even originates prior to his
time with De Wet, while he was training under his father Pieter Potter (1597/1600-1652), who
occasionally made history paintings himself.39 Berckheyde also depicted histories
sporadically throughout his career. The 1653 inventory of the Amsterdam art dealer Pieter van
Meldert lists ‘A history of the steward in ebony frame, by Jop Bercheijer’ (Parable of the
unjust steward).40 Berckheyde paid his guild entrance fee one year later in 1654.41
Interestingly, the Staatliches Museum Schwerin owns a signed and dated Christ blessing the
children brought by their mothers from 1662 by Berckheyde, executed in De Wet’s style (fig.
60).42 This painting dates from almost twenty years after the start of his apprenticeship with
De Wet, and it remains unclear why he resorted to his old master’s manner at this stage of his
career.
It is likely that most of De Wet’s pupils simply never had a career in painting and
either turned to other professions or made generic paintings in anonymity for the art market.
Most of the other students in appendix 1 are unknown and absent from RKDartists, as the
majority did not leave behind signed paintings or drawings. Remarkably, between 1660 and
1667, De Wet only listed drawing students. At least two of whom became beeltsnijders;
Abraham Snellaert (1646-1693) and Huybert Leenderts van Rijn.43 Perhaps some of the other
unknown students were dilettantes and studied with De Wet for non-professional reasons, as
Marion Boers-Goossens has suggested.44
Despite this seemingly meagre career perspective following training under De Wet, his
large number of pupils suggests that he was a fairly popular master, and two instances can be
found in which students left their current master in favor of De Wet. Kort Withold, who is
mentioned above, only trained with Philips Wouwerman (1619-1668) for a few days before
relocating to De Wet’s studio. Guilljeam le Febre received seven months of instruction by

Nicolaes Berchem (1621/1622- 1683) before his transfer to De Wet.45 Le Febre’s aborted
training with Berchem is particularly interesting because this apprenticeship has been used in
modern scholarship to suggest that Berchem could not have traveled to Italy in the period
1642-1645, an interpretation that now needs to be revisited.46

De Wet’s vrije gasten: Adriaen Gael and Adriaen Verdoel
Adriaen Gael (II) and Adriaen Verdoel (I) are both registered as pupils in De Wet’s workshop
administration. Gael entered the workshop in 1640 ‘to paint’ (’te schilderen ghecomen’) at the
age of 22, which suggests that he was not a novice.47 Gael came from a large family of
painters, and he was probably trained primarily by his father Adriaen Gael (I) (1585-1660),
his uncle Cornelis Adriaensz. Gael (I) (1589/1590-1672), or his cousin Barent Gael
(1630/1635-1698).48 His only dated works, from 1643 and 1644, depict De Wet-like subjects,
compositions and figure types.49 He did not register as a master painter in the Haarlem guild
until 1660, at which time he inherited the workshop inventory, painters’ equipment and 1500
guilders from his recently deceased father.50 It is tempting to assume that Gael worked in the
family business until he became an independent master, but his surviving paintings are all
painted in De Wet’s manner.51
Being the son of a miller, Verdoel did not come from an artistic family.52 In 1641, at
the age of 18, he started ‘to learn how to paint’ (‘om te leren schilderen’) under De Wet.53 As
was the case with Gael, Verdoel was older than a typical apprentice, and it is possible that he
had been instructed in drawing before arriving at De Wet’s workshop.54 Two documents
suggest continued association between De Wet and Verdoel following his apprenticeship,
including a document that records De Wet’s position as guarantee for Verdoel’s legal costs in
1644, and another in which Verdoel acted as a witness for De Wet in 1646.55 Verdoel may
have even remained connected to the workshop until 1649, when he became a member of the
Haarlem St. Luke’s Guild.56 Most works signed by Verdoel are painted in the style of De
Wet.57
As we have seen, Gael and Verdoel adopted De Wet’s manner, style and compositions
quite literally and the paintings they produced in the workshop were directly based on De
Wet’s designs, though often altered and signed with their own names. This seemingly unusual
practice probably followed from a regulation of the Haarlem St. Luke’s Guild, which
stipulated that before registering as masters, painters were required to have completed at least
three years training and have worked at least one year as a vrije gast or ‘guest-painter in

residence’ in another master’s workshop.58 These guest painters made works in the style of
their host and were obligated to sell their products through his shop. In turn, they were
allowed to sign their works with their own names.59 Gael and Verdoel presumably continued
in De Wet’s workshop as vrije gasten after completing their primary training but before
registering as master painters. The signed variants were likely created within the context of
the vrije gast apprenticeships.

De Wet’s retailers: production outside of his workshop
Jacob de Wet’s workshop primarily catered to the Amsterdam market, as is suggested by
several seventeenth-century inventories of art dealers in which works by De Wet, his family
and his pupils are mentioned. De Wet’s manner appears to have been rather popular in
Amsterdam, where it was the main example for many (mediocre) history painters throughout
the seventeenth century, as Sluijter has demonstrated.60
The art dealers Pieter van Meldert (c. 1619-1663) and Mathijs Hals (1605-1661) both
stocked several paintings from De Wet’s workshop. Van Meldert was mentioned above as the
owner of Berckheyde’s history painting.61 The inventory of his shop on the Prinsengracht
(between the present-day Laurier- en Rozenstraat) was drawn up after his wife’s death in
1653 and lists a painting by Jacob de Wet (I), a copy after him, a work by Gerrit de Wet and
one by Adriaen Gael.62 A note in De Wet’s sketchbook from 1658 mentions the supply of two
paintings by his son to Van Meldert for the price of 16 guilders.63 This indicates that there
may have been regular business contact between them in subsequent years. The art dealer
Matthijs Hals, located in the Pijlsteeg, had one painting by De Wet in stock and two by De
Wet’s son in 1662.64
The dealers Cornelis Doeck (c. 1613-1664) and Hendrick Meijeringh (1639-1687)
were specialist suppliers of inexpensive history paintings in Amsterdam and had enormous
stocks-in-trade, including many works by De Wet and his pupils.65 Doeck’s shop on the
Nieuwmarkt (on the corner of the Kloveniersburgwal and the Koestraat) was inventoried in
1667, and contained as many as 576 paintings. Meijeringh’s shop, which was located only
two doors down from Doeck on the Kloveniersburgwal, held 499 paintings in 1687.66
The Doeck inventory mentions 28 paintings by five different history painters
connected to Jacob de Wet (appendix 2), who must have supplied Doeck on a regular basis.67
The inventory includes works by De Wet, his brother, his son, and Verdoel; and no fewer than
twelve paintings are attributed to a certain Pieter Wiggersz. (1632-1673). Wiggersz was born

in Gdańsk and entered De Wet’s workshop in 1656 ‘to paint’ (‘te schilderen ghekomen’).68 As
far as we know, none of his works have survived. Most probably the paintings by Wiggersz.
listed in Doeck’s inventory were signed, and he may have been a vrije gast in De Wet’s
workshop, like Gael and Verdoel.69
The inventory of Meijeringh’s shop lists 26 paintings from De Wet’s studio including
those executed by De Wet, his brother, his son, Verdoel and as many as eleven works by Gael
(appendix 3). These paintings were mostly found in Meijeringh’s attic studio, where they
seem to have functioned as examples for his own employees, who mass-produced history
paintings for the shop.70 This makes it quite likely that a number of the copies and variants
after De Wet were actually created outside of De Wet’s studio in Meijeringh’s, and maybe
Doeck’s workshop.71 The Meijeringh inventory suggests that the paintings in his shop were
ordered by size, given that contemporary names of standard sizes such as tien stuijvers maet
and salvatoorsmaten serve as headings for the paintings.72 Most biblical scenes in Doeck’s
and Meijeringh’s shops were represented multiple times and available in several of these
standard sizes, which recalls the anonymous works after De Wet’s designs that were done to
scale on supports of different dimensions.
We can safely assume that De Wet sold these Amsterdam dealers paintings by his
brother Gerrit, his son Jacob (II) and his more advanced pupils Gael, Verdoel and perhaps
Wiggertsz. The particular cases of Van Meldert and Doeck even suggest a regular supply.
Boers-Goosens has suggested that as retailers art dealers must have paid De Wet less
compared to private buyers, based on the prices of paintings listed in the De Wet
sketchbook.73 I would like to propose that the asking price of these paintings depended
primarily on their dimensions.74 Boers-Goosens based her suggestion on the sale of ‘een
doeckie’ depicting Amaryllis and Mirtillo and a ‘peneel’ with Rebecca for 54 guilders to the
painter and art dealer Wouter Knijff (1662). A number of private collectors paid significantly
higher prices. ‘Menheer Emrick’ paid sixty guilders for an Iphigenia on ‘daeldersdoeck’
(1671), Willem Sickx 72 guilders for a Christ preaching from a boat and 68 guilders for Paul
and Barnabas (no date provided), and ‘Van der Stel’ hundred guilders for Europa (no date).75
These were sale prices, not taxations. At first glance, this seems to indicate that art dealers
paid less for their purchases. However, we arrive at a different conclusion when we examine
the stated sizes of the painting supports. A ‘doeckie’ is a diminutive of canvas and indicates a
small painting support, whereas the expensive ‘daeldersdoeck’ was the largest standard
support size available.76 As a rule, most panel supports were smaller than canvas supports,

and only the largest paintings were done on canvas, as we have seen in the four case studies
examined above.77
De Wet would have sold paintings by his pupils and employees for a considerably
smaller amount than his own works. These would have acquired additional value through his
reputation, which was substantial in Haarlem and Amsterdam. The sketchbook mentions the
sale of a painting by his son to a frame and panel maker Terheggere for eight guilders in 1657,
and the previously mentioned sale of two paintings by his son to the Amsterdam art dealer
Van Meldert in 1658 for 16 guilders (no sizes listed).78 De Wet must have also supplied many
paintings to the art dealer Doeck, making it plausible that more than a few of the 292 works
that were inventoried without the painter’s name also came from De Wet’s workshop. The art
dealer Doeck sold paintings at an average of four guilders a piece.79 These amounts give an
idea of De Wet’s retail prices.
The manifold anonymous versions of De Wet’s paintings could have been created in
the master’s workshop by pupils, and sold as (cheaper) reproductions for the art market, or
were produced at the instruction of art dealers operating in the art market itself. As stated,
Meijeringh appears to have kept paintings from De Wet’s workshop in his attic to be copied
by his own employees. Gael’s inclusion of elements from the prototype of The triumph of
Mordecai, however, suggests that these designs were also present in De Wet’s workshop.
The numerous pupils listed in De Wet’s administrative notes and the painters slaving
away at the copies for art dealers indicate an enormous production potential. The lack of
identifiable works by the vast majority of these painters suggests that they participated in a
large, predominantly anonymous production process.

Conclusion
De Wet produced three types of paintings: history paintings signed by himself, simplified
versions of the former by anonymous pupils and assistants, and free variants signed by more
advanced employees like Gael and Verdoel. Next to these, there are signs of a production line
in the art market, but it remains unclear if De Wet had control over this. The different types of
paintings were all produced in a similar style, technique and composition, with repeated
backgrounds and figures. De Wet sold his own works and those of his assistants to art dealers
in Amsterdam, who distributed them further.
The simplified versions of De Wet’s originals are typically unsigned and are the result
of different hands repeating the same composition on standardized supports, often for many

years. The painters presumably worked after a drawn design or a painted prototype. The
proportions of the composition and the characters remained intact across the different formats,
which suggests the use of a grid or another copying device. No underdrawings were revealed
by an infrared study of the privately owned The feeding of the five thousand and Solomon
blessing David as his successor on the instigation of Bathsheba (figs. 18 and 29). Yet, no
alterations in the painting process are visible, and the figures and outlines were applied
directly on the ground. This indicates that the painter had a clear model in mind. The
underdrawing or grid was presumably applied in a material that is not detectable with infrared
imaging, such as red or light crayon.
De Wet’s advanced pupils, Gael and Verdoel, adopted compositions, motifs and
figures from designs or prototypes by De Wet, but they also made adjustments and additions.
In these signed works we probably see the consequences of the Haarlem guild regulations,
which clearly stated that every painter had to work at least one year under the instruction and
in the style of a master painter as a vrije gast, before they could work independently. Their
works were sold by their master but signed with their own names. This explains why these
paintings ended up in the same Amsterdam art dealer inventories as De Wet’s autograph
works. The signed works by Gerrit de Wet and Jacob de Wet (II) are also based on De Wet’s
compositions. They might have had a substantial role in the workshop, because of family ties.
This research into the free variants and mass-produced copies of De Wet’s workshop
sheds light on methods of serial production. In many paintings associated with De Wet’s
circle, we find the same figures and background elements. These motifs were constantly
reused and repurposed for different narratives. De Wet’s workshop repeatedly used
bystanders that were non-specific to the scene, such as a woman with child or a crying man.
Characters more central to the narrative were also repurposed for other scenes. For example,
the kneeling lady with her train held by servants was used for The queen of Sheba visiting
Solomon and David as his successor on the instigation of Bathsheba (figs. 27-28 and 29-31).
Entire compositions were also repurposed. In De Wet’s works minor characters and
bystanders were often positioned closely around the main figures. The few characters outside
the main group take part of the background and likewise painted in a wet-in-wet technique.
This type of pictorial arrangement provided the workshop with a flexible adaptation of the
composition for other scenes. The standing figure of Christ and the mountainous landscape in
The feeding of the five thousand, for example, could easily be transformed into Moses and the
Red Sea with Mount Sinai for Pharaoh’s army engulfed in the Red Sea (figs. 16-19 and 2122). These dense figure groups were reserved in the background and dead-colored before the

actual subject was decided. This way De Wet could produce quickly and steadily, while
taking current demands into consideration.
The production of the same scene in a limited number of sizes by different hands and
over a longer period of time is typical of mass production. It recalls fifteenth- and sixteenthcentury commercial workshops, in which a limited number of well-chosen compositions with
a simplified design was endlessly repeated in standardized sizes with the use of patterns and
models. I have shown that this manner of production was continued in the seventeenth
century. The lower ranks of the art market remain invisible all too often, but for
contemporaries, these type of paintings must have been a common-day sight.
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